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From: "Sherry Wilson" <SWILSON@OSMRE.GOV>
To: <pamgrubaughlittig@utah.gov>
Date: 9/26/03 8:18AM
Subject: Re: Savage Industries Inc

Okay Pam - I checked what you provided against AVS for Savage Services and all the players on the 
listing we have included in AVS.  There were some add'l people on the Savage Industries OFT that we 
pulled over to Savage Services that were not included on the information you sent.  But I do not want to 
end those people out because a lot of times what is submitted to the Commerce Dept. is only a partial 
listing - not a complete listing.  Other than that it looks fine.  thanks again

>>> "Pam Grubaugh-Littig" <pamgrubaughlittig@utah.gov> 09/25/03 09:28AM >>>
Hi, Sherry you don't really need to do anything.. just check the players
that I just sent to you that Savage Services just submitted to us...and
make sure they are correct.  For mergers with the same owners, Utah
doesn't do a permit transfer.  Would you mind checking those?...
Thanks..

>>> "Sherry Wilson" <SWILSON@OSMRE.GOV> 09/25/03 05:35AM >>>
Boy that seems we discussed this a long time ago.  Please remind me -
do we need to do anything from our end on this?  thanks

>>> "Pam Grubaugh-Littig" <pamgrubaughlittig@utah.gov> 09/24/03 03:23PM
>>>
Hi, Sherry - we finally got some iformation on this application about
the merger from Savage Industries to Savage Services, Corp.  I am
going
to fax you the information from the company as well as the Utah
Department of Commerce.  Thanks..

P.S.  Steve filled me in that you were all having fun on Earl's
boat!!!!  Pam

>>> "Sherry Wilson" <SWILSON@OSMRE.GOV> 07/10/03 06:53AM >>>
Hi Pam - we were notified a few days ago by our AML collections people
that they had information indicating Savage Industries Inc had changed
their name to Savage Services Corp.  We called Savage and they had
changed their name on 1/20/03.  They faxed us the documentation
supporting the name change.  We have updated the AVS by ending all of
the o/c under Savage Industries as of 1/20/03 and adding Savage
Services
Corp to the OFT by using the code NC (name change) - this leaves a
link
open to the new company.  We then created an Entity OFT for Savage
Services Corp. using all of the o/c in Savage Industries that had not
ended out - we used a begin date of 1/20/03.

We also noticed that you guys have one permit issued to Savage
Industries that is not expired.  Based on your regulations, you may
need
to transfer this permit to Savage Services Corp. - I am not sure.

I will fax  you a copy of the documentation to support the name
change.

Also, just wanted to let you know we still haven't heard anything from
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your attorneys on Lodestar.  We are still available to assist any way
they may need us - just give us a call.

If you have any questions on the Savage Industries/Savage Services
name
change, please feel free to give me a call or email me.  thanks  
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